How genomics has affected the concept of microbiology.
Genomics influences multiple areas of microbiology, and thus affects key microbiological concepts. Recent reports that describe the large genome and unusual coding capacity of mimivirus, the minimized fungal genomes that contain elements of bacterial metabolism, and the 'signature' eukaryotic proteins in bacteria are introducing grey shades into the black-and-white distinctions between microbial domains. The concept of the 'universal' minimal genome is being challenged, and the ability of minimal genomes to support cellular complexity is under investigation. There have been intriguing insights into microbe-microbe relationships, for example conflict mediation in competing bacteriophages that rapidly evolve survival mechanisms when cooperation is experimentally enforced. Genomics has given birth to metagenomics, but has also stimulated the development of improved cultivation techniques. Lastly, the taxonomic potential of genomics is emerging, as studies of multiple strains allow us to revise and refine the bacterial species concept as well as the idea of a static genome.